
Catch Me If You Love Me

Chapter 35-36
Seeing that cold light hit him, Lao Fu yelled in surprise, and fell on the sofa.

But the next second, the sharp dagger brushed Lao Fu’s ear, and then the blade turned
and pierced Liam Lu’s leg severely.

After the sound of skin piercing, blood suddenly flowed out.

“Liam!”

Shiyue’s expression changed, and he rushed up for the first time, raising his hand to
cover the wound, but was stopped by Liam Lu.

He could only stand by and gritted his teeth and warned.

“Lao Fu, you bastard, dare to make Lu Shao pay for your subordinates. If something
goes wrong with this leg, don’t want your life and your sh!t career!”

Old Fu was also stunned, staring blankly at Liam Lu’s bleeding wounds.

He only knew that Liam Lu had always been cruel to others, but he didn’t expect to be
more cruel to himself. As soon as he came up, he cut off himself and all his retreat!

Old Fu Gang wanted to say something. As soon as he raised his head, he met Liam Lu’s
smiling eyes, bloodthirsty and with a fatal sense of oppression.

“Is this sincerity enough? There is not enough!”

Seeing the old Fu Tieqing’s expressionless face, Liam Lu’s eyebrows frowned,
“slapped” one of his hands on the coffee table, raised his dagger and stabbed it again.

When the blade fell on the back of his hand, Lao Fu suddenly reacted, and his whole
body instantly rushed over and pressed the hand firmly.

“Liam Lu, if you win, you are ruthless!”

If his hand is also here, the Lu family must drain the blood of the Fu family!

Bang!

There was a loud noise from a door downstairs, and a man rushed out from the depths
of the corridor.



“Where is the doctor? Doctor!”

Hearing the voice, Zoey Gu went to the door and opened the door. Through the crack of
the door, he saw the man pulling the doctor in the white coat and walking deep in the
corridor, “Hurry up, that person is injured and has a lot of blood. .”

“This is the first time I have seen someone who is cruel to others and more cruel to
themselves. To be alone, it is such a big price!”

As the man said, he didn’t know what he thought of, and then turned around and
ordered his men next to him.

“By the way, bring Miss Gu downstairs. Thirty million! She is the most valuable woman
who got out of our master.”

Hearing this, Zoey Gu’s hand holding the doorknob tightened, and his whole body
trembled uncontrollably.

30 million to buy a woman?

It turned out that she was not saved as simply as it was a deal worth thirty million!

A fatal coldness shook Zoey Gu fiercely in an instant. As if under a spell, no matter
where she went, she could not be free.

Bang!

Zoey Gu slammed the door hard, and with a “click”, he got up with a pale face and
stumbled all the way to the window not far away.

The sheets on the windows were twisted into ropes and tightly wrapped around them,
which she had prepared in advance.

She was still hesitating, after all, someone else rescued her, and it was not appropriate
to even say hello.

But now…

She gritted her teeth and climbed up the window, tightly grasping the rope with both
hands, closing her eyes, and jumping down instantly.

thump!

A clear muffled sound suddenly sounded outside the French window of a room on the
first floor.



The people in the room heard the sound and turned their heads, just in time to see a thin
back staggered to the ground, and then got up all the way, staggering towards the
speedboat that stopped not far away.

Suddenly there was a gasp in the room.

“Liam, it’s Miss Gu!”
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